Our main concern is keeping you safe and protecting your privacy. Whether on your government issued device or your personal mobile device - our unmatched security standards remain the same. We can’t see your data, and neither can your adversaries - ensuring your safety and privacy downrange and at your desk, anywhere in the world.

Today, Wickr RAM is the only DoD accredited full suite collaboration tool for text, video, voice and group chat available for CUI data including FOUO/PII/PHI that can be used on any device - personal or government issued, mobile or desktop device.

Wickr RAM is not only for use on NIPRNet (SOFNET-U), in fact you can easily install it on your personal phones and computers. Wickr is the only approved solution that allows your government computer to talk to users outside the VPN. The server is approved for use on a government approved cloud provider Amazon Web Services (AWS).

Onboarding is free and easy. Get started at: wickr.com/ram/get-started